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Abstract
The morbidity and mortality of life-threatening diseases such as cancers are
increasing year by year in China. Although the national medical insurance
has been improved a lot, it still falls short of expecting “universal medical insurance”. To help the families of patients with cancer and other serious diseases to resolve the unaffordable medical cost, several internet platforms of
“Peer to Peer Medical Mutual Aid” have gradually emerged recently. In the
form of low threshold insurance combined with public support, these platforms provide subsidies to families of patients suffering from serious financial
burden and then partly compensate them for the limit of national medical
insurance. This article summarized the characteristics of declared patients
sponsored by several medical mutual aid internet platforms. The results
showed that the sponsored patients were mostly cancer patients (90.1%), aged
21 - 60 (88.4%), and the average amounts of financial support had a trend to
decrease with the increase of age. In particular, the reported cases of thyroid
cancer were increased dramatically recently, however, with a lowest average
mutual aid fund. Given these data, it is urgent to list out a detailed rule for the
use of national medical insurance on the treatment of cancer, to heighten the
healthcare system for the occupational population, age from 21 to 60, and to
establish the credit system for Medicare and Medicaid services.
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1. Introduction
Statistical analysis shows that in 2015, in China the incidence of malignant tumors was about 0.29% and the mortality rate of malignant tumors was about
0.17% [1]. About the economic load of serious disease treatment, cancer is the
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main disease causing poverty in low- and middle-income families [2]. Although
the participation rate of national basic medical insurance has reached above
95%, and the “universal medical insurance” has taken early shape, there are still
many deficiencies that need to be improved [3]. The internet platform of medical mutual aid originated from the internet public welfare platform for serious
diseases. In the early stage, the main way of internet medical financial support is
launching crowd funding to provide certain economic support for the families of
poor patients. However, after the internet mutual aid platform became increasingly popular, fraud incidents emerged one after another because of the lack of
official supervision of such public welfare and standardization for clarifying the
poverty of receivers [4]. It results in the loss of public enthusiasm for such public
welfare crowd funding. Referring to relevant foreign cases, the peer to peer internet platforms of medical mutual aid have gradually developed into an extra
form of peer to peer medical insurance with a low cost [5]. But its specific role in
improving the national medical insurance remains to be seen. Therefore, collecting and analyzing the population characteristics of the funded patients published by these network platforms are conducive to assess the reliability and need
of these platforms for low- and middle-income families. It’s also valuable to
analyze the deficiencies of the national basic medical insurance system and to
find the weakness in guarantee mechanism of peer to peer mutual aid platforms.

2. Materials and Methods
Declared peer to peer medical mutual aid fund sponsored cases were collected
from various online platforms of medical mutual aid from August 2018 to July
2019. The collected cases were further screened by identifying the personal information and clinical characteristics of the funded patients. Qualified cases
should contain the following details: the patient’s name, gender, age, place of
origin, diagnosis certificate, location of hospitalization, treatment status and the
amount of received mutual aid fund. The cases with incomplete or inaccurate
information were excluded. Sociodemographic and clinical characteristics of the
funded patients were compared and analyzed to provide reasonable suggestions
for improving the medical insurance system and the medical security system.
Statistical analyses were conducted by using SPSS version 21.0 (Statistical
Product and Service Solutions, Chicago, IL, USA). The characteristics distributions of male and female patients were assessed by the Chi square test. One way
ANOVA and post hoc test were applied to analyze the variance among different
factors. A P value < 0.05 was considered significant. The mean values are presented as Mean ± SE.

3. Results
This survey totally selected 3023 qualified cases of funded patients published on
the internet platforms of peer to peer medical mutual aid. The types of funded
diseases were mainly cancer, cardiovascular disease and cerebrovascular disease,
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accounting for 90.1%, 3.9% and 0.4% respectively. Among them, there were 1428
cases of male funded patients, with tumors accounting for 84.5%, mainly gastrointestinal cancer, lung cancer and thyroid cancer. There were 1595 cases of
female funded patients, with tumors accounting for 95.2%, mainly breast cancer,
uterine cancer and thyroid cancer. There were significant differences between
male and female patients in the types of diseases, the ranges of patient age (P <
0.01), and the mutual aid fund (P < 0.05, Table 1 and Figure 1(a)). In addition,

(a)

(b)

Figure 1. The declared cases (a) and mutual aid fund (b) of different cancer types. In the
declared cases of sponsored patients, the thyroid cancer patients were supported with
highest number but lowest average mutual aid fund (P < 0.05).
Table 1. Clinical characteristics of the patients sponsored by medical mutual aid internet
platforms.
Male (%)
n = 1428

Female (%)
n = 1595

Reason
Cancers

1207 (84.5%)

1518 (95.2%)

Cardiovascular accidents

99 (6.9%)

19 (1.2%)

Cerebrovascular accidents

10 (0.7%)

4 (0.2%)

Others

112 (7.9%)

54 (3.4%)

Age
0 - 20

65 (4.6%)

49 (3.1%)

20 - 40

547 (38.3%)

742 (46.5%)

40 - 60

670 (46.9%)

714 (44.8%)

>60

146 (10.2%)

90 (5.6%)

<5

253 (17.7%)

223 (14.0%)

5 - 20

823 (57.6%)

937 (58.7%)

>20

352 (24.7%)

435 (27.3%)

Aid fund (10 k RMB)
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Chi-square

P

103.658

<0.001

37.32

<0.001

8.830

0.012
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the sponsored female patients were mainly suffered from cancers and aged from
20 to 60, especially the percentage of female patients aged from 20 to 40 is significantly higher than that of male patients (P < 0.01, Table 1). Thyroid cancer
accounted for the highest proportion (18.9%) of declared cases, followed by
breast cancer (15.9%), gastrointestinal cancer (14.0%) and lung cancer (12.2%).
The histogram of individual mutual aid fund received by each cancer patient
shows that the mutual aid fund sponsored from internet platforms has a top limit set according to the requirement of recipients (Figure 1(b)). Nevertheless, the
average mutual fund sponsored to these thyroid cancer patients was significantly
lower than other cancer patients (P < 0.05, Figure 1(b)).
Supported patients were mostly suffering from cancers and aged from 20 to
60, especially female patients. According to the analysis of age ladder (Table 1),
all age groups had the same main reason, cancer, for mutual aid fund application. Cancer was the most common disease that caused poverty because of the
heaviest economic burden from the expensive medical cost. Most of the applicants were family breadwinners aged between 21 and 60, accounting for 88.4%
of all applicants. The applicants aged less than 20 and more than 60 only accounted for 3.8% and 7.8% respectively. The histograph based on the relationship of mutual aid fund and age showed that the average mutual aid fund had a
weak linear correlation to decrease with the increase of age (R2 = 0.1605, Figure
2).

Figure 2. The histograph of medical mutual aid fund along with the age of sponsored patients. Linear regression implicated that the average mutual aid fund declined with the
increase of age (R2 = 0.1605).
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Guangdong province has the highest proportion of recipients (10.9%), followed by Shandong (10.3%), Hunan (7.7%), Jiangsu (7.1%) and Sichuan (6.5%).
Notably, 98.2% applicants from Guangdong province were cancer patients.
However, considering the population base of each province, these data cannot
demonstrate the differences among the places of origin of those sponsored patients.

4. Discussion
The internet platforms of medical mutual aid referred to the form of peer to peer
mutual insurance abroad, and in recent years they began to carry out the membership system. After becoming a member by paying a little money in advance,
share to afford other members’ medical mutual aid fund cost to keep membership. The member suffering from serious disease or accident can apply for the
mutual aid fund after the supervision and confirmation from platforms. Registering a peer to peer mutual aid member is much cheaper than those commercial
medical insurance and there is no conflict between the items in the mutual aid
platform and the traditional insurance [5]. Therefore, it can be used as a supplementary Medicaid system to the basic medical insurance and commercial
medical insurance. The mutual aid platform is based on the Internet, and its risk
control mechanism is still not perfect. It lacks enough supervision on the corroborating membership application and application data of mutual aid funds for
serious diseases, and there exists moral hazard. To strengthen the supervision
system, some platforms have done the publicity system, hoping to ensure the
reasonable and legal use of mutual aid fund for serious diseases through public
supervision [4] [5]. They declare recently sponsored cases on the internet platforms for public review. We collected these data to analyze the clinical characteristics of the patients sponsored by the peer to peer medical mutual aid internet
platforms.
The average age of cancer patients funded by network mutual aid platform is
significantly lower than the national level [1]. The family breadwinners, aging
from 21 to 60, account for 88.4% of the total applicants. It is quite different from
the morbidity of cancer which increases with age, even for those older than 60
[1]. The proper explanation should be that the financial burden of a family is
mainly borne by the disability of labor population. However, in these ages, the
proportion of female grantees is higher than that of male, especially the proportion of women aged between 21 and 60 with cancer is as high as 91.3% (P < 0.01,
Table 1). The age gradient data showed the number of cancer funded patients
increased significantly from the age of 28, peaked at 38, and the number of cancer patients applying for mutual aid began to decline after the age of 46 (Figure
2). 28 - 46 years old is the golden period for masses of employment meanwhile
bearing the family economic expenses. When they suffer from serious diseases,
their family's economic income is stagnant, and they are faced with expensive
medical costs. Therefore, the illness of labors is easier to cause the poverty of
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their families. The subsidy amount of mutual aid fund decreased with the increase of age (Figure 2) which implicates the will of public population, to pay
more health resources on younger people.
According to a survey by the poverty relief office of the state council at the
end of 2015, 42% of the poor families in China suffered from poverty due to illness. And the 2018 statistical bulletin on the development of national basic
medical security, by the end of 2018, the number of people joining in the national basic medical insurance had reached 1.34 billion, and the coverage of the insurance was stable at more than 95%. The number of people joining in the basic
medical insurance for employees is about 320 million (Above data obtained from
China government official website). The universal medical insurance system has
taken shape initially. However, it still has limited protection for the insured and
their families because of the uneven distribution of medical resources and defects in the medical treatment system [6]. In particular, the labors have high risk
of accidents and their family may face serious economic burden if they are disabled by the diseases [6]. Therefore, the national basic medical security should
be more inclined to these breadwinners and improve the medical security of
them to avoid illness-induced poverty of the their families. Meanwhile, the adjustment of the treatment based on the factors such as their family population
structure, local medical service resources, and the increase of medical expenses,
should also be taken into full account.
The insufficient amount of medical insurance fund has been the main factor
restricting its development. Under the current situation, the main direction to
solve the current dilemma is improving the medical insurance policy and ensuring the legitimate and reasonable use of the medical insurance fund [6] [7]. As
mentioned above, the increasing incidence of cancer has become a serious burden on the country, society and the patient's family because of its unaffordable
medical cost, long treatment time, poor efficacy and poor quality of life after
treatment [6]. Taking thyroid cancer as an example, it accounts for about 5.03%
of the incidence of all malignancies in China [1]. However, it accounts the highest proportion for about 18.9% of those declared cancer cases (Figure 1(a)),
even higher than the proportions of breast cancer and lung cancer. It seems that
the thyroid cancer patients are more likely to obtain financial supports from
those peer to peer mutual aid funds. Besides, there is still considerable controversy over its diagnosis and treatment, which is in danger of being excessive
medical treatment [8]. Although relevant medical experts have formulated relevant rules for the diagnosis and treatment of thyroid cancer [9], the relevant
regulations for the implementation of medical insurance do not specifically consider the actual clinical situation. It is still difficult to avoid the occurrence of
over-diagnosis and over-treatment in clinical practice [10]. Under this situation,
the medical cost of thyroid cancer treatment is not covered by the medical insurance reasonably according to the clinical diagnosis and treatment [11]. Nevertheless, the average mutual aid fund sponsored to these thyroid cancer patients
was significantly lower than other cancer patients (P < 0.05, Figure 1(b)), beDOI: 10.4236/ym.2021.51008
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cause the average medical cost of thyroid cancer should be much lower than
those of other cancers. In the short of total basic medical insurance fund, still
putting much fund into the medical security of cancer and other serious diseases
is no doubt to overwhelm the existing financing difficulty of national Medicaid
system.
The internet platforms of peer to peer medical mutual aid is a kind of public
welfare supplement besides the main role of national medical insurance [5]. The
data about the origin provinces of sponsored patients showed that these mutual
aid platforms have been widely accepted all around the country. According to
the results, the medical mutual aid fund is not enough to guarantee the basic
medical service needs of the whole people. It only provides subsidies to families
suffering from cancer and other serious diseases with an average amount of less
than 140,000 CNY (Table 1 and Figure 2). Among the patients funded by mutual aid platforms, the proportion of cancer diseases is as high as 90.1%. It indirectly shows that the unaffordable expenses on cancer treatment are the most
difficult risk to be guaranteed and controlled by the current national medical
insurance policy. At present, the repayment ratio of major diseases in the medical insurance policy is determined according to the rules and regulations. But
there is no clear criterion to determine the severity of serious diseases such as
cancer, because of the lack of clear legal definition. Poor families may give up
treatment for curable diseases because they cannot afford Non-Medicare expenses. Therefore, according to the medical development, the detailed regulations on defining medical insurance for cancer treatment can be formulated.
Under the premise of proper consideration of medical ethics and full respect for
social equality, it will help to realize the social welfare value of medical insurance
fund. A combined usage of different Medicaid systems should be better in solving this financial dilemma. The national basic medical insurance guarantees the
equal access to basic medical services for all the people, the commercial medical
insurance guarantees the serious diseases such as cancer, and the peer to peer
mutual aid platform provides public welfare as the social supplement for the
medical security of serious diseases.
In addition, whether it is the national health insurance, commercial health
insurance, or network mutual assistance platform, there are fraudulent insurance, fraud, and other dishonest phenomena. In particular, the internet platforms of medical mutual aid lack enough judicial supervision and are vulnerable
to the threat of moral hazard [4]. This problem should be well resolved by developing a credit system for insured individuals, medical service units, and medical insurance management units [12]. Therefore, promoting to build the medical insurance credit system is the key step to improve medical insurance at all
levels and the medical public welfare [4] [5].

5. Conclusion
The medical cost on cancer treatment is the main economic burden of medicare
and medicaid system. The internet platforms of peer to peer medical mutual aid
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can work as a public welfare supplement in constructing the national medical
insurance system. Since the unreasonable distribution of insurance fund expense
on cancer treatment, especially on the treatment of thyroid cancer, it is urgent to
list out a detailed rule for the use of national medical insurance on the treatment
of cancer. The results also arose the need to heighten the healthcare system for
the labors aging from 21 to 60.
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